
GOOGLE’S YOUTUBE WANTS YOU TO WORK FOR FREE 
CENSORING THE NEWS FOR THEIR MULTI-BILLION 
DOLLAR LOBBYING EFFORT

 

New YouTube Program Gives Points For 
Reporting and Mass Flagging Videos, But Not 
Money

        

YouTube has introduced its new Stasi where users can “report negative content” to the authorities or 
“mass flag videos” that they don’t like. For cleaning up YouTube, users win valuable points and rise to 
become higher levels of “hero.”

Users may win special perks as points accumulate. As levels increase, users may get to play with yet 
another computer “dashboard,” receive “training” at “exclusive workshops,” and even “get a sneak 
peak at new products.” Users may also “test new features” well before they wind up in the Google 
Graveyard.

Eventually, these heroes will be able to make videos to show off the huge scores and the “hard work” 
they did for free to become such big stars. Most incredibly, as they get near the highest level, they may 
“Contact YouTube staff directly.” That is truly unprecedented.

The “hero” job is unpaid, but the points look good. Minimum wages generally apply only if person gets
a wage at all.

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Stasi
http://www.wordstream.com/articles/retired-google-projects
http://www.wordstream.com/articles/retired-google-projects


It’s all explained in a new video by the account called “YouTube Help.” So far, nobody has said a 
disparaging world about the new product. “Comments are disabled for this video.” The “YouTube 
Help” video has received many points itself — 24,403 thumbs down and 1,133 thumbs up at press 
time.

-----------
  

Everybody can use “points” for absolutely nothing of value. YouTube/Google can use tons of free 
censoring so that they can hide the news and put their bribed candidates into office so they can get 
more huge federal kick-backs.

[–] Baconmon 2 points (+2|-0) ago  (edited ago) 

Every one should watch that official video on the page and let your stomach churn while watching it..
You guys already know google stopped monetizing youtube videos that get too critical of the 
SJW/leftist movement..
Well, now, as far as I can tell, this fucking "heroes" program is going to basically create the equivilant 
of mods and/or super-mods on youtube.. But instead of just super-moderating to compensate for lack of
penis size like they do on reddit, this youtube heroes program will give you rewards and perks when 
you reach certain levels of SJWness.. When you reach certain levels, you get access to even more 
powerful tools to censor and de-monetize videos en mass..

This is a dangerous direction to be slipping...down that slippery slope of orwellian control..
Sadly, this heroes program reminds me of that EVIL "sesame credit" program experiment in china that 
they are doing right now.. If we keep going down this dark path, america might end up with a similar 
system that could turn people against each other, and be servants for the government..
EVERY ONE should watch this scary video about how societies can still be massively manipulated 
using social media, even in today's age, it is only 7 minutes long: Propaganda Games: Sesame 
CreditYouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHcTKWiZ8sI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHcTKWiZ8sI
https://voat.co/user/Baconmon
https://voat.co/v/whatever/comments/1301423#
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